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COTTON GLOVES
Use these fine cotton gloves to
avoid fingerprints. Used for
handling mats, artwork, prints,
negatives and microfilm, where
body oils, grease and dirt could
cause major damage. One size
fits all. One dozen pairs/pkg.
Item # 656 þ -

DUSTING BRUSH

Removes dust and lint from mats, glass and pictures before fitting. Made of 21/2" natural horse hair bristles. Overall size is
151/2" with 9" being bristle.
Item # 655 þ -

ANTI-STATIC GLOVES
A remarkable blend of soft conductive
and synthetic fibers. The conductive
gloves suppress dust collecting electrostatic charges when handling delicate and sensitive static prone
materials. When soiled, the gloves
may be washed with a gentle soap or
detergent and tumble-dried at the
‘warm’ setting.Size: Large
Item # 1395 þ -

ANTI-STATIC
TIGER CLOTH

ANTI-STATIC
PANTHER CLOTH

10″ x 18″ anti-static, microfiber
cloth that dissipates static
charges. Hundreds of thousands of small pockets in the
microfiber cloth aggressively
capture the dust and dirt from
glass. Packaged in a zip lock
bag.
Item # 1394 þ -

Specifically engineered for
cleaning with liquids and solutions. The 10″ x 18″ black cloth
dissipates or drains off static
charges. It is not wet or
“soggy” and exposure to air
won’t dry it out. Packaged in a
zip lock bag.
Item # 1560 þ -

LINTLESS WIPING CLOTHS
New material. Assorted overall
sizes. Ideal for cleaning glass, etc.
Machine washable and reusable.
Cheaper and better than paper towels. Imported. (1lb. pack) DECOR
Exclusive
Item #648 þ -

DECOR SUPER PLUS MAT SAVERS
Great for matboards, wood and metal mouldings

ANTI-STATIC BRUSH - 4”
The unique blend of soft natural hairs and conductive
synthetic fibers plus the conductive nature of the construction result in effective
static dissipation. Dust and
lint are whisked away. Complete with carrying case.
Item # 1392 þ -

ANTI-STATIC SOFT BRUSH - 5-1/2”

Eliminate reframing due to dust spots and lint. There is a new
professional tool for picture frames that removes static and dust
from glass, acrylic, plexi, plastic, matboards, photos, print and
art work. The unique blend of soft natural hairs and conductive
synthetic fibers plus the conductive nature of the construction
result in effective static dissipation.
Item # 1393 þ -

DRY CLEANING PAD
NEW IMPROVED LARGER
31/2 oz. Pads
Item #
646 þ

Price

12 +

Gently cleans mistakes, smudges and smears from mats, artwork,
linen liners and documents. Pads contain super soft grit-free powder. Twist pad lightly to release powder. Then rub on soiled area.
Very easy to use and long lasting. Never needs washing.

1/8” Thick RUBBER ROLLERS
Correct mat “GOOFS” due to dull blades or incorrect blade
depth adjustment. Works on wood/metal moulding mistakes
quickly and easily.
Item #
1 pkg
25/pkg. 63/4”L x 3/4”W
997 þ

BURNISHING BONES
Item #651 þ - 6” long
Item #998 þ - 8” long
Tool of the trade removes rough mat edges caused by knife
cuts. Makes overcuts less obvious leaving a smooth fine mat
cut finish. It is especially useful for insuring tight secure bond of
our tapes to porous paper surfaces.

Multi-purpose 4" and 8”
wide rubber rollers. Ideal
for burnishing photos,
mounting block printing,
stenciling, rubber stamping and more. Plated
steel
wire
handle.
Smooth rolling action.
Handle locked in center. Item #
1" diameter wood center 1443 þ
1444 þ
with end caps.

#1443

Width
4”
8”

þ See back cover for details
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